Abstract. Following N. Elkies [El] we show that the abc conjecture of Masser-Oesterlé implies an effective version of Siegel's theorem about integral points on algebraic curves, i.e. an upper bound for the Sintegral points where the dependence on S is explicit. The converse statement is also announced in this note. For both results, the main geometric tool is a theorem of G.V. Belyȋ.
Introduction.
One of the fundamental theorems in diophantine geometry, proved by C.L. Siegel, says that an algebraic affine curve of genus ≥ 1 or of genus zero with 3 points at infinity and defined over a number field K has only finitely many integral points. Thanks to the contribution of K. Mahler, Siegel's theorem was extended to the S-integral points, that is, those having the prime factors of the denominators in the finite set of valuations S of K.
For curves of genus ≥ 2, Siegel's theorem is supperseeded by Falting's one (Mordell's conjecture), which asserts that there are finitely many rational points on an algebraic projective curve of genus ≥ 2. However, there are no effective versions of these theorems, in the sense that the proofs do not provide an algorithm to find such points. Some effective results concerning integral points are known, thanks to Baker's method based on linear forms in logarithms. Infact, this method gives upper bounds for the height (i.e. the size) of the (S-)integral points.
N. Elkies proposed in [El] an effective method to study rational points on algebraic curves, but it remains conjectural, because it is based on the abc conjecture of Masser-Oesterlé. This approach was the motivation for the work that we explain here.
Conjecture 1 (abc)
Let K be a number field. For every ε > 0, there exists a real number c ε,K > 0 such that, for every a, b, c ∈ K \ {0} and verifying a + b = c, we have
In this note we will explain some links between upper bounds on the height of S-integral points on algebraic curves and the abc conjecture.
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Notations.
Let us denote by U an algebraic affine curve of genus g defined over a number field K,Ũ will denote its normalization and C a projective curve containingŨ . Let U ∞ = C \Ũ = {P 1 , . . . , P t } be the "points at infinity". The Euler-Poincaré characteristic of U is the number χ(U) = 2 − 2g − t. The curve U verifies the hypothesis of Siegel's theorem if and only if χ(U) < 0.
Let S be a finite set of valuations of the number field K and denote O K and O K,S respectively, the ring of integers and the ring of S-integers of K.
Denote also by U(O K,S ) the K-rational points on U which have S-integral coordinates with respect to the embedding φ D : U ֒→ A n given by a very ample divisor D ∈ Div(C), such that supp(D) = U ∞ .
All along this paper, h will denote the absolute logarithmic Weil's height on
we define the radical (or the support) of x (with logarithmic notation) by
where the sum is taken over the prime ideals p of K for which the cardinality of {v p (x 0 ), v p (x 1 ), v p (x 2 )} is greater than or equal to 2.
For example, if x 1 , x 2 , x 3 are nonzero rational coprime numbers, h(x 0 : x 1 : x 2 ) = log max{|x 0 |, |x 1 |, |x 2 |} and rad(x 0 : x 1 : x 2 ) = log p, where the product is taken over the prime numbers p dividing x 0 , x 1 or x 2 .
3 Statement of the results.
Following the ideas proposed by Elkies in [El] (see also [MvF] ) we show that (an effective version of) the abc conjecture implies an effective version of Siegel's theorem i.e. an upper bound for the S-integral points where the dependence on S is explicit. (Cf. the last section for the proof.)
Theorem 1 Let K be a number field, U an affine algebraic curve defined over K such that χ(U) < 0, S a finite set of absolute values of K and h U,K a height function on U(K) associated to a degree 1 divisor.
Suppose the abc conjecture is true. For every ε ∈]0, −χ(U)[ and every S-integral point x on U, there exists a number γ depending on the number field K, on the curve U, on the choice of the height h U,K and on ε, but neither on the point x nor on the set S, such that
(1)
Moreover, if the constant c ε,K of the conjecture 1 were effective, the same would be true for γ.
If we consider a version of the abc conjecture where the dependence of c ε,K on the number field is explicit, e. g. c ε,K = 2 log d K + κ (cf. [Ma] ), we would obtain the same upper bound, but with
where d K is the absolute value of the discriminant of K and κ only depends on the degree [K : Q] of the number field K. Inequality (1) modified with (2) suggests the following hypothesis. Fix an algebraic affine curve U defined over K and verifying χ(U) < 0, as well as a height function h U on U, associated to a divisor of degree 1.
where d L is the absolute value of the discriminnant of the field L and
A similar hypothetical upper bound for rational points was considered by L. Moret-Bailly [M-B] to show that an effective version of Mordell's conjecture would imply the abc conjecture. Moreover, the analogue of the hypothesis 1 in the function field case has already been proved (see the appendix of [Sur] and the references therein).
We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Let K be a number field, U an algebraic affine curve defined over K and such that χ(U) < 0. Let h U be a height function on U associated to a degree 1 divisor. Assume the hypothesis 1. Then, there exists real positive numbers η 1 and η 3 depending on U and on the degree [K : Q], and η 2 depending only on U such that, for every a, b, c ∈ K \ {0} and verifying a + b = c, we have
The proofs of theorem 1 and theorem 2 make use of a Belyȋ function.
Theorem 3 (Belyȋ)
An algebraic projective curve C is defined over Q if and only if there exists a finite and surjective morphism f :
The construction of such a function is completely explicit and if the curve C is defined over a number field K the same will be true for the function f .
For the proof of theorem 2 the main idea is to put y = (a : c) ∈ P 1 (K) and prove that a point x in U such that f (x) = y, where f is a Belyȋ function, is in fact S ′ -integral for some finite extension L/K and some finite set S ′ of valuations of L. To conclude we apply the hypothesis 1 to x. (Cf. [Sur] for a detailed proof.)
Yu. Bilu obtained in [Bi] an upper bound weaker than (3), but inconditional, for Galois coverings. His result allows us to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4 For every number field K, there exists real and effectively computable numbers γ 1 , γ 2 > 1, depending on the degree [K : Q] and on the discriminant d K of K, such that, for every (a, b, c) in K \ {0} and verifying
Theorem 4 generalizes to any number field a result of Stewart-Yu (over Q) [S-Y] which is the best known result in the direction of the abc conjecture.
Proof of theorem 1.
Let U be an algebraic affine curve of genus g defined over a number field K,Ũ its normalization and C a projective curve containingŨ. Suppose that χ(U) < 0.
Lemma 1 There exists a rational function f ∈ K(C) such that
where d is the degree of f .
Proof of the lemma 1.
Apply theorem 3 to the projective curve C, and to the set Σ = {P 1 , . . . , P t }.
Fix such a Belyȋ function f and set d = deg(f ).
Set also m = card({x ∈ C(Q)/f (x) ∈ {0, 1, ∞}}). The function f is ramified only above 0, 1 and ∞, so the Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives P ∈C,f (P )∈{0,1,∞} (e P (f ) − 1) = 2d + 2g − 2, and then
✷ Let S be a finite set of absolute values of K. Let x be in U(O K,S ) such that f (x) = (r : 1) ∈ P 1 \ {0, 1, ∞}. (If f (x) ∈ {0, 1, ∞}, then h K (f (x)) = 0 and the inequality (1) is verified.) We can then apply conjecture 1 to P x = (r : 1 − r : 1). For every ε > 0, there exists a constant c ε,K , such that
We conclude with the following proposition which gives an upper bound of the radical in terms of the height.
Proposition 1 There exists constants c 1 and c 2 depending only on the degree [K : Q] of the number field K and of the curve U, such that
To prove proposition 1, let us introduce, like in [MvF] , the divisors of zero, of 1 and of the point at infinity, with respect to the Belyȋ's function
, where e x (f ) is the ramification index of f at the point x, be the divisor of zero. Denote by
f )(x) the restriction of the divisor to the affine curve U. In the same way, define the divisor D 1 of 1, and D ∞ of the infinity. The curve U is defined over K, so Belyȋ's theorem allows us to take f defined over K. The divisors D 0 | U , D 1 | U and D ∞ | U are defined over K and have a decomposition into irreducible divisors :
By the Riemann-Roch theorem we can prove that for every ν ∈ {1, . . . , k}, there is a function m ν : C −→ IP 1 such that
We can show that there exists a finite set T of valuations of K (depending only on the curve U) such that, there exists a model C of the curve C over B, where
i) all the special fibers of this model are smooth projectives curves, ii) the functions f and m ν extend to morphismsf andm ν from C to IP
In other words, we can say that the curve C has good reduction at primes outside T , and that the functions f and m ν are not reduced to the identically zero function.
Lemma 2 Let p be a prime ideal in B, which contributes to the radical of
Proof of the lemma 2.
Fix p ∈ B and put U = C \ supp(D) Zar . Then U is an affine model of U over B for which all the fibers are smooth affine curves. Every rational point x ∈ C(K)\f −1 ({0, 1, ∞}) corresponds to a morphism Spec(K) −→ C and extends to a section
is a divisor of C defined over K (i.e. the sum is taken over some points x ∈ C(K)), let us denoteD = n x σ x (p) the reduced divisor. (A priori, the point σ x (p) ∈ C p and, σ x (p) ∈ U p if and only if, x is in U and is p-integral). Moreover, supp(D) ∩ U p = supp( D| U ).
Set
We then have
whereD 0 ,D 1 etD ∞ are divisors of the special fiber C p .
If we suppose that x is an S-integral point of U and that p / ∈ S, then the reduced point is in the reduced affine curve, i.e. σ x (p) ∈ U p . In this case, we then have
) dp log N(p), where d p is the local de-
✷ Proof of the proposition 1.
Lemma 2 gives us an upper bound for log N(p) for the prime ideals p contributing to the radical of P x (i.e. for p ∈ H x ) for which f (x) is p-integral and the curve C and the functions f and m ν have good reduction. Denote by Σ S (respectively by Σ T ) the sum of log N(p) taken over p ∈ S (respectively over p ∈ T ). Applying lemma 2 we then obtain rad(P x ) ≤ But v∈M K d v max{0, v(m ν (x))} = h K (m ν (x)). Since for every ν ∈ {1, . . . , k}, h K,mν and h K,f are two height functions on the curve C, by the height theory we have
where the implicit constant in the O depends only on the degree of the number field K and on the curve C. Since deg(m ν ) = (2g + 1) deg(M ν ) = (2g + 1)d ν and deg(f ) = d, we have
where the constant c 1 depends only on the degre of K and on the curve C.
Since for all ν ∈ {1, . . . , k}, d ν = deg(M ν ) = card(supp(M ν )), we conclude applying the lemma 1 : 
